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CHURCHILL STAR REPORTER

"Mr* Churchill is one of the star reporters of our time""says the New York Times".

The account he rendered to the House of Commons of his journey to Egypt and Russia

was enlivened by a pen portrait of Stalin and a description of desert fighting which

shows the ohserving eye of the man of letters as well as the appraising judgment of

the statesman,

This was the crux of Mr. Churchill’s report. He made it clear that he had

assured himself of the inflexible resolve of the Soviet forces to fight to the end and

assured Stalin of the determination of Great Britain arid the United States never to

give up until victory is won. In mentioning the hitherto, unpublished Anglo-American
staff talks held in London in July, he declared that complete agreement had heon

reached on war policy and var plans and added significantly that the decisions taken

were 'in accord with the wishes of Mr. Roosevelt, and received his final approval‘.

This refers, particularly, to the decisions regarding the second front, which

the President also emphasised in his fireside talk. It implies that the American

view, known to he in favor of speeding up offensive action, prevailed over more cautious

counsels, Whether this is true or not, it will he noted that both the President and

the Prime Minister gave the Impression that preparations are well advanced for a major

initiative, Mr, Churchill, in his emphasis on the Dieppe raids as a ’reconnaissance

in force* necessary to get information before launching operations on a much larger

scale; Mr, Roosevelt,in announcing that decisions have been made for 'taking the

offensive*.

Speaking of the President's report on the war, the New York Times,continues
"its threat to Germany was as direct and unmistakable as Mr, Churchills. Both

speeches were forecasts of action raid since the time, is past when threats alone will

paralyse the Nazis or encourage the Russians, it is to he hoped that this pledge,
never so clearly defined as in these simultaneous declarations, will soon materialize

in action.

Only the reckless would advocate premature moves or urge sacrifices and risks

that in the judgment of the military strategists, would not, in the words of Mr,

Churchill be 'a contribution towards victory*. But at this crisis of the war - and

it is a crisis - unless words are a prelude to deeds they will lose their power to

echo in underground Europe and, keep in being those hidden armies that are waiting in

agony for the hour of liberation and retribution.

THE VOICE OF FRANCE

By a coincidence more spectacular than Hugo could have conceived, the voice of

the true France this week has answered the voice of the slanderer and betrayer of

France, Yesterday, Jules Jeanney, president of the French Senate, and Edouard

Herriot, President of the Chamber of Deputies, flung in Vichy’s teeth their reply
to the decree which was supposed to wipe out theFrench Parliament, Their letter,
addressed to retain but intended for Laval, will stand with Blums and Daladiers

defense at Reom as among the great documents of French history.

That is one voice speaking for France, The other is that of M, Laval

demanding that American fliers refrain from attacks on German troops, installations

and munitions factories in occupied territory. M, Laval has shown small pity for

his own countrymen when they are abused, imprisoned and buthered by the Nazis.

His manifest concern because he is a creature of Berlin and a licker of Nazi boots

is for the German soldiers and police who commit these atrocities. They must not be

hampered, Hitler’s plans for France must not be hindered - such, is the gist of the

Laval protest.

Laval has already been answered. Because we ore friends of the French people,

we shall proceed against their oppressors wherever we find them. What would we

say to M. Jeanney, and M, Herriot?, Only that words cannot do them sufficient

honor. Only that we hope to honor than soon with deeds,"
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RUSSIA

W. Averill Harriman spoke under dramatic circumstances last night at the opening
dinner of the Russian War Relief Campaign, It took no vivid imagination to hear the

terrible organ, music of the guns of Stalingrad as an undertone to his warm and out-

spoken sentences, says the N,Y. Times. The Russians feel
sure, he told his audience,

’that at some time, early they hope we will be fighting the Germans on another

front ’. The fury of their defence and of their counterattacks is one proof that they
are not marking time while waiting for that fateful day, With a grim confidence

in the ultimate outcome, victory and destruction of the Nazi invaders’, they are

resolved to ’fight on alone with their own resources if need be ’, ’ln spite of the

loss of territory and of industrial cities, aircraft tank' and other production has

been maintained to a remarkable extent and in fact in some cases increased’.

Their women work in the fields with rifles slung-ever their shoulders. Their

wounded soldiers too weak to return to the front, drive trucks over the grim deserts

and mountain passes fromIran.

The Russians need our help. They hope for it. They ask for it. But they are

not petitioners begging for it. Nor can we without hypocrisy pose as lords bountiful

when we give it. The Russian nation is paying in blood and agony far more than we.

can ever repay in goods. How many billions of dollars would buy the defence of

Stalingrad? How many more would be required to purchase the Russians resolve to

fight on even though Stalingrad falls, to 'ask and give no compromise' to accept

only the choice between death to the invaders and death to themselves'?

Our governmental aid to Russia is going foraward as rapidly as it can be manu-

factured and assembled. The British and ourselves have paid a high price to get it

through. Our private aid for which the Russian War Relief Committee now asks, is

measured in todays small change of millions of dollar's but it carries with it, as

no leaselend shipments can, assurance of a friendship that overleaps the barriers of

political and economic systems, We do not endorce a theory of communism when we

give to the Russians, We endorse the spirit ofa great people. We call them

friends because though they are far from our shores they stand shoulder to shoulder

with us fighting with incomparable valor against a common enemy.

They deserve our applause. The Russian War Relief Campaign gives us a chance

to applaud with gifts: with medicines and surgical supplies that, as Mr, Harriman

says, will help save useful lives; with lard for the bitter black bread of war.

This is, now, for each of us our second front.
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